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HOMEWORK

ERUDITE(Adj.) : विद्वान

Meaning :Great academic knowledge

VANQUISHED(Adj.): परावित

Meaning : Defeat someone or 

something completely.



TODAY’S QUOTE





WORD POWER



WORD POWER
Recalcitrant(Adj.): आज्ञा न माननेिाला

Unmanageable

Stymie(Verb): बाधाए ँडालना

Hamper



WORD POWER
Fractious(Adj.): झगडालू

Irritable

Induce(Verb): पे्रररत करना Inspire



WORD POWER

Untenable(Adj.): अवथिर Unarguable Persuaded(Verb): आश्वथत Convince



WORD POWER

Helm (Noun): संचालन TillerExacted(Adj.): सटीक Correct



WORD POWER

Awry(Adj. , Adverb): टेढा Wrong Wobbling(Verb): डगमगाना Jiggle



Logistical(Adj.): सहाय-सहकार संबंधी

Meaning : Relating to or involving organization and 

planning

Synonyms: Operational , Procedural

Antonyms: Inactivity , Block

Sentence:  I took a look at the logistics info you showed 

me.

Nightmares(Noun) : बुरे सपने

Meaning : Frightening or unpleasant dream

Synonyms: Ephialtes , Incubus

Antonyms: Happiness , Reality

Sentence: The years in prison were a nightmare.



Wanes(Verb) : अिनवत

Meaning : Weaker in strength or influence

Synonyms: Decrease , Diminish

Antonyms: Increase , Grow

Sentence: When the investigators ran out of leads, the 

intensity of the murder investigation started to wane.

Mushrooming(Adj.) : बाढ

Meaning : Rapidly growing, expanding

Synonyms: Proliferate , Burgeon

Antonyms: Abatement , Compressing

Sentence:  It was another little doubt mushrooming about 

their life together.



Sway(Verb): बोलबाला

Meaning : To influence somebody

Synonyms: Swing , Oscillate

Antonyms: Inability , Weakness

Sentence: Many people were swayed by his convincing 

arguments.

Prism(Noun) :

Meaning : A solid figure with ends that are parallel 

Synonyms: Figure , Gem

Antonyms: Colorless

Sentence:  A prism decomposes sunlight into various 

colors.



Tilt(Verb) : झुकाि

Meaning :  Cause to lean, incline, slope

Synonyms: Camber , Slant

Antonyms: Balanced , Straight

Sentence: He opened the rear door for me with an 

apologetic tilt of his head.

Faltered(Verb) : लडखडाना

Meaning : Move unsteadily

Synonyms: Waver , Hesitate

Antonyms: Calm , Endure

Sentence:  Her voice faltered and she had to stop a 

moment to control it.



Blemish(Noun) : दोष

Meaning : A mark that spoils the way something looks

Synonyms: Flaw , Imperfection

Antonyms: Perfection , Adornment

Sentence: The table had a few scratches and minor 

blemishes. 

Troika(Noun) : वतकडी

Meaning : Group of three people

Synonyms: Ternion , Triad

Antonyms: Single , Untie

Sentence: She is a member of the president's troika of 

close advisers



Mission Down Under

India must be looking to end the drought of 

ICC trophies



ARTICLE

When defending champion Australia takes on last edition’s 

runner-up New Zealand at Sydney on Saturday, the ICC 

Twenty20 World Cup would have made a quick turnaround 

from its previous edition that was held last year in the United 

Arab Emirates (UAE). The COVID-19 pandemic affected sport 

and T20’s premier championship suffered multiple changes in 

schedule besides the logistical nightmare of venues being altered. 

Finally, as the virus seemingly wanes, cricket’s shortest version 

moves Down Under during a time when the Indian Premier 

League (IPL), Big Bash and other mushrooming leagues are 

eating into the international calendar. With IPL franchises 

spreading footprints across the seas, especially in South Africa, 

contracted players are caught in an old debate borrowed from 

football — club versus country. 



ARTICLE

For Twenty20 international fixtures often lost between forgettable 

bilateral contests and the glamorous sway of the IPL and other 

leagues, the T20 World Cup’s eighth edition that has already 

commenced through its set of qualifiers, will offer pointers to how 

the game could evolve through the prism of nationalism and 

commerce. The big game, as advertisers prefer to label it, would pit 

India against Pakistan at Melbourne on Sunday. The sold-out 

contest is the third between the neighbours after the Asia Cup jousts 

in the UAE.

While those two encounters were split at 1-1, in ICC events, India 

often gets past Pakistan but the latter’s triumph in the T20 World 

Cup last year offered a counter-point. Once this war minus the 

shooting template is dealt with, Rohit Sharma’s men have other 

challenges lined up in the Super 12 stage



before making a tilt at the semifinals and the final on November 13. India 

last won an ICC event during the 2013 Champions Trophy in England. 

Subsequently, the Men in Blue have faltered and it is a blemish that coach 

Rahul Dravid and Rohit want to address. Having toured Australia well in 

Test whites over the last five years, India may draw strength from those 

memories but the absence of the injured duo of Ravindra Jadeja and 

Jasprit Bumrah could affect plans. Rohit, K.L. Rahul and Virat Kohli

constitute the established troika but it is a tribute to his 360 degree 

approach that batter Suryakumar Yadav holds the x-factor. If Hardik

Pandya can lend his all-round skills, India would be served well. The 

return of Mohammed Shami bolsters the seam attack and if the spinners 

can restrict and the fielding remains agile on big Australian grounds, 

India may fancy its chances of replicating its trophy success from the 

inaugural edition in 2007.



HOMEWORK

Ignominious

Panacea




